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Abstract: The deforestation of a functional program is a transformation which gets

rid of intermediate data structures constructions that appear when two functions
are composed. The descriptional composition, initially introduced by Ganzinger and
Giegerich, is a deforestation method dedicated to the composition of two attribute
grammars. This article presents a new functional deforestation technique, called
symbolic composition, based on the descriptional composition mechanism, but extending it. An automatic translation from a functional program into an equivalent
attribute grammar allows symbolic composition to be applied, and then the result
can be translated back into a functional program. This yields a source to source
functional program transformation. The resulting deforestation method provides a
better deforestation than other existing functional techniques. Symbolic composition, that uses the declarative and descriptional features of attribute grammars is
intrinsically more powerful than categorical- avored transformations, whose recursion schemes are set by functors. These results tend to show that attribute grammars are a simple intermediate representation, particularly well-suited for program
transformations.
Key-words: Deforestation, attribute grammars, functional programming, program transformation, partial evaluation.
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Composition symbolique
Resume : La deforestation d'un programme fonctionnel est une transformation qui

vise a eliminer les constructions de structures de donnees intermediaires pouvant appara^tre lors de la composition de deux fonctions. La composition descriptionnelle,
initialement introduite par Ganzinger et Giegerich, est une methode de deforestation
dediee a la composition de deux grammaires attribuees. Ce rapport presente une
nouvelle technique de deforestation, appelee composition symbolique, qui est une
extension du mecanisme de la composition descriptionnelle. Gr^ace a une traduction
automatique d'un programme fonctionnel en une grammaire attribuee equivalente,
la composition symbolique peut ^etre appliquee, et son resultat peut ^etre retranscrit en un programme fonctionnel. Ceci fournit donc une transformation source a
source qui peut ^etre comparee aux autres techniques de deforestation connues. La
composition symbolique, qui exploite les caracteristiques declaratives et descriptionnelles des grammaires attribuees, est intrinsequement plus puissante que les diverses
transformations basees sur la theorie des categories, dont les schemas de recursion
sont xes par des foncteurs. Ces resultats tendent a montrer que les grammaires
attribuees sont une representation intermediaire simple et particulierement adaptee
aux transformations de programmes.
Mots-cle : Deforestation, grammaires attribuees, programmation fonctionnelle,
transformation de programme, evaluation partielle.
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1 Introduction
Intermediate data-structures are both the basis and the bane of modular programming. If they allow functions to be composed, they also have a harmful cost from eciency point of view (allocation and deallocation). To get the best of both worlds, deforestation transformations were introduced. These transformations fuse two pieces
of a program into another one, where intermediate data-structure constructions
have been eliminated. The rst approach dealing with such transformations is Wadler's [35]. It is based on the \fold and unfold" transformation [2].
There is another interesting approach based on algebraic notions and often called
deforestation in calculational form [15, 33, 22, 34, 16]. The idea of this approach is
to capture both the function and the data-type patterns of recursion [25]. The goal
is to drive deforestation transformations with respect to these recursion schemes.
In attribute grammars area, descriptional composition [12, 14, 10, 1, 31] is a
well known and powerful deforestation method which eliminates intermediate datastructure constructions in compositions. Attribute grammars [21, 27] are declarative
and structure-directed speci cations. They specify on each data-type pattern what
is to be computed instead of how it is computed.
In [8, 9, 7, 6], we have been studying similarities and di erences between descriptional composition and a large subset of deforestation methods in calculational
form [15, 33, 16]. For particular1 rst-order functions, we have shown that both
techniques lead to equivalent results in their respective domain. But we were also
convinced that, at least for a class of programs, descriptional composition could be
the basis of a more powerful tool than category- avored deforestation methods.
As a striking example, let us consider the two following functions: rev reverses
a list, and for a given binary tree, at builds the list of its leaves from left to right
(See Figure 1). In both functions, parameter l is initialized with nil:
rev x l = case x with
cons head tail !
rev tail (cons head l )
nil ! l

let

at t l = case t with
node left right !
at left ( at right l )
leaf n ! cons n l

let

The classical functional composition of these two functions leads to
let
1

rev at t = rev ( at t nil ) nil

For functions that have only their pattern-matched argument as parameter.
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where the list built by at is the intermediate data structure consumed by rev
(See Figure 1). Translating rev and at into attribute grammars, our deforestation
method produces a new attribute grammar that directly builds the reversed list. No
longer intermediate list is constructed as presented in Figure 1.
flat a

rev

b

b

c

d

deforested

c
b

c
a

d

d nil

a nil

a

b

c

d

revflat

d
c
b
a nil

Figure 1: Example of rev and at composition, before and after deforestation
Furthermore, it is possible to apply a copy rule elimination 2 to this deforested
attribute grammar, corresponding to the following rev at function de nition:
rev at t l = case t with
node left right ! rev at right (rev at left l )
leaf n ! cons n l
This function directly constructs the list of leaves from right to left. The intermediate list built by the initial function at is no longer constructed. As far as
we know, such a deforestation cannot be achieved by any functional deforestation
method.
let

The main contribution of this paper is to promote a transformation, based on
the descriptional composition mechanism, to an ecient functional programming
deforestation method. To do so, our study involves two main issues. At rst, the
de nition of a translation, called FP-to-AG, from a functional program into its attribute grammar notation, with a new symbolic evaluation for attribute grammars ;
next, a projection transformation | close to the descriptional composition | combined with the symbolic evaluation, that de nes a new program transformation called
symbolic composition.
With FP-to-AG on the one hand and the reciprocal translation based on wellknown technique (for instance [18]) on the other hand, the symbolic composition can
be fully applied in the functional framework: it transforms a functional program into
another one. This allows us to characterize a class of functional programs for which
symbolic composition performs more deforestation than other functional methods.
This optimization implies some consequences concerning the evaluation order and must be
applied only in safe cases, discussed in section 3.4.
2
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de nes the translation from a
functional program into its attribute grammar form. Section 3 presents several
transformations allowing symbolic composition to be eciently applied on attribute
grammars generated by the previous translation. Finally, section 4 deals with related
work and improvements for both functional deforestation methods and attribute
grammars transformations.

2 The FP-to-AG Translation
The intuitive idea for the FP-to-AG translation from a functional program into its
attribute grammar notation3 is the following. Each functional term associated with
a pattern has to be dismantled into a set of oriented equations, called semantic rules.
Parameters in functional programs become explicit attributes attached to pattern
variables, called attribute occurrences, that are de ned by the semantic rules. Then,
explicit recursive calls become implicit on the underlying data structure and semantic
rules make the data- ow explicit. The FP-to-AG translation is decomposed in two
steps: the preliminary transformation and the pro le symbolic evaluation.

2.1 Languages and Notations

To present the basic steps of the FP-to-AG translation in a simple and clear way,
we deliberately restrict ourselves to a sub-class of rst order functional programs4 ,
presented in Figure 2.
prog ::=
def ::=
pat
exp

j

fdef g

let
let

f x = exp
f x = case xk with fpat ! exp g

::= c x
::= Constant
j x 2 Variables
j f exp

+

Figure 2: Functional language
This notation is not the classical one, but is in a minimal form for explanatory purposes.
To simplify the presentation, -abstractions are not allowed. By lack of space, explanation
dealing with higher order functions cannot be presented in this article.
3

4
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Notice that nested pattern-matching are not allowed, but it is easy to split them
in several separated functions. Moreover, if-then-else can be taken into account with
Dynamic Attribute Grammars [30]. We will not develop these points in this article,
but other deforestation formalisms are dealing with similar classes of programs (cf.
Hylo system [26]). The rev and at programs given in introduction illustrate our
functional language syntax (Figure 2).
block
::= let f = ff x ! semrule gfpat ! semrule g
semrule ::= occ = exp
occ
::= x:a j a
Note that exp is as for Fig. 2 and that occ is added to Variables.

Figure 3: Attribute grammar notation
To bring our attribute grammar notation, presented in Figure 3, closer to functional speci cations, algebraic type de nitions will be used instead of classical context
free grammars [3, 12]. For example, types list and tree are de ned as follows:

list

=

j

cons (list )
nil

tree

=

j

node (tree ) (tree )
leaf

A grammar production is represented as a data-type constructor followed by its
parameter variables, that is, a pattern (for example: cons head tail ).
Since our transformations take type-checked functional programs as input, this
induces information about the generated attribute grammars. For example, a distinctive feature of attribute grammars is to characterize two sorts of attributes: the
synthesized ones are computed bottom-up over the structure and the inherited ones
are computed top-down. The sort and the type of an attribute are directly deduced
from the type-checked input program5 .
Furthermore, the notion of attribute grammar pro le is introduced (in Figure 3,
f x is the pro le of f ). It represents how to call the attribute grammar and allows
result and arguments to be speci ed. This notion freely extends classical attribute
grammars where these argument speci cations were impossible6.
The occurrence of an attribute a on a pattern variable x is noted x:a. If an attribute is attached to the constructor of the current pattern, its occurrence is simply
5
6

This frees our attribute grammar notation from these information.
Some similar attempts exist, like in [13].
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noted a 7 . For instance, according to the attribute grammar syntax in Figure 3, the
rev function is de ned as follows:
let

rev =

rev x l !
result = x:rev
x :l rev = l
cons head tail !
rev = tail :rev
tail :l rev = cons head l rev
nil !
rev = l rev

; Name of the attribute grammar.
; Pro le of the attribute grammar:
; x is the pattern-matched argument, l the parameter.
; result is the only synthesized attribute of the pro le.
; has 2 attributes: rev synthesized and l rev inherited.
; Pattern matching on the cons constructor.
; Attribute occurrence rev de nition (bottom-up).
; Attribute occurrence tail l rev de nition (top-down).
; Pattern matching on the nil constructor.
; Attribute occurrence rev de nition with l rev .
x

:

In further transformation algorithms, the following notations are used:
def

=

:
:
x:a = exp :
[x := y]
:

:

:
C`A ) B :
E [e]
:

x

local de nition in an algorithm
a n-tuple x1 ; : : : ; xn
semantic rule de ning the attribute occurrence x:a
substitution of x by y
a set of semantic rules
a pattern with its set of semantic rules
transformation from A into B according to the context C
a term containing e as a sub-expression.

2.2 Preliminary Transformation

The aim of the preliminary transformation, presented in Figure 4, is to draw the
general shape of the future attribute grammar. It introduces the attribute grammar
pro le with its semantic rules, and a unique semantic rule per each constructor
pattern.
The attribute result is de ned as a synthesized attribute of the attribute grammar pro le and contains the result of the function (rule Let' ). For function with
case statement the result is computed through attributes on the pattern-matched
variable (rule Let ). Other arguments are translated into semantic rules de ning
a attached to the current constructor could be view as a contraction of this:a, that will be used
in algorithms for clarity.
7
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exp

8i

`

ai

) bi

exp

`

; f is a function name
(f a) ) (f b):result

exp

f; fxj gj6 k ; xk
=

`

e

)

e0

`

=k

pat

8i

f; fxj gj6 k ; xk ` pi ! ei ) i
0
1
f
x
!
CA [ i
 def
=B
@ result = xk :f
xk :xj f = xj j6 k
let
` let f x = case xk with p ! e ) let f = 
=

( = )

exp

e0
let f = f x ! result = e0

`

let

` let

`

env

pat

`

(Pattern)

cy!e
) c y ! f = e0 [xk := this][xj := this:xj f ]j 6

pat

exp

(App)

e

)

f x=e )

e

)

(Let)

(Let0 )

e0 means that the equation e is translated into the equation e0 .

p ! e ) p ! R means that the expression associated with the pattern
p is translated into the set of semantic rules R, with
let

` D ) B

respect to the environment env.
means that the function de nition D is translated into
the block B.

Figure 4: Preliminary transformation
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inherited attributes attached to the pattern-matched variable (rule Let ). Each function call (f a) is translated into a dotted notation (f b):result (rule App ). This
rule distinguishes between function and type constructor calls8. Each expression
appearing in a pattern is transformed into a semantic rule that de nes the synthesized attribute computing the result (rule App ). This induces some renaming (rule
Pattern ).
The application of the preliminary transformation to the at function leads to:
at =
at t l !
result = t : at
t :l at = l
node left right !
at = ( at left ( at right l at ):result ):result
leaf n !
at = cons n l at

let

2.3 Pro le Symbolic Evaluation

The result of the preliminary transformation is not yet a real attribute grammar.
Each function de nition in the initial program has been translated into one block
(cf. Figure 3) that contains the pro le of the function and its related patterns. But
explicit recursive calls have been translated into the form (f a):result. Now, these
expressions have to be transformed into a set of more detailed semantic rules, breaking explicit recursions by attribute naming and attachment to pattern variables.
Then, semantic rules will implicitly de ne the recursion \a la " attribute grammar.
This transformation is achieved by the pro le symbolic evaluation, presented in Figure 5.
Everywhere an expression (f a):result occurs, the pro le symbolic evaluation
projects the semantic rules of the attribute grammar pro le f . The application of
this transformation must be done with a depth- rst application strategy. The Check
constraint ensures that the resulting attribute grammar is well formed. Essentially, it
veri es that each attribute is de ned once and only once. This is generally the case
since parameters in input functional programs are well-de ned, but Check forbid
some non-linear terms such that g (f x 1) (f x 2). Moreover, in a rst approach,
terms like (x:a):b are not allowed but they will be treated in section 3.2. Wherever
8

This distinction is performed using type information from the input functional program.
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0
1
 def
= [xi := ai ]
f
x
!
8
B@ result = ' CA 2 P
>
< u = E [(')] Check(c; f; )
def
 = > (f )
f
: aux
1
0
!
y
!
c
y
!
c
C
B
u = E [(f a):result] A )
P` @

aux
P ` p ! 1 )

p!

2

(PSE )

means that in the program P the set of equations 1
of a pattern p is transformed into 2 .

Figure 5: Pro le Symbolic Evaluation
Check (c; f; ) is not veri ed, the expression (f a):result is simply rewrited in the
function call (f a).
In the previous at example, the semantic rule associated to pattern node left
right is
at = ( at left ( at right l at ):result ):result
The application9 of (PSE ) rule on this semantic rule is:
atn t l !
result = t : at ; t :l

at

=l

o

!

2P

 def
= [t := right ][l := l at ]
=
at `
9

(

at = ( at left right : at ):result
right :l at = l at
Check (node ; at ;  )
node left right !
at = ( at left ( at right l at ):result ):result
) node left right ! 
def

(PSE )

Underlined terms show where the rule is being applied.
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Finally, complete application of the pro le symbolic evaluation leads for the
function at to the well-formed attribute grammar given below. The successive
application of preliminary transformation and pro le symbolic evaluation to an input functional program leads to a real attribute grammar. This is the FP-to-AG
translation.
at =
at t l !
result = t : at
t :l at = l
node left right !
at = left : at
left :l at = right : at
right :l at = l at
leaf n !
at = cons n l at

let

3 Symbolic Composition
Since attribute grammars could be obtained from functional programs, it is possible
to apply attribute grammars deforestation methods, like the descriptional composition. To be able to present our symbolic composition, we rst present a natural
extension of pro le symbolic evaluation that is useful in the application of the symbolic composition.
It is important to note here that even if the nal results of symbolic composition are attribute grammars, the objects that will be manipulated by intermediate
transformations are more blocks of attribute grammars rather than complete attribute grammars. Furthermore, the expressions of the form (x:a):b previously avoided
(cf. Check predicate in section 2.3), will be temporarily authorized for the symbolic
composition process.

3.1 Symbolic Evaluation

Pro le symbolic evaluation can be generalized into a new symbolic evaluation that
performs both pro le symbolic evaluation and partial evaluation on constant terms.
The idea of this symbolic evaluation is to project recursively semantic rules on nite
terms and to eliminate intermediate attributes which are de ned and used in the
produced set of semantic rules. Figure 6 describes this transformation.
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0
1
 def
= [xi := ai ][h := 'h ]h
f
x
!
8
B@ w = ' CA 2 P
>
< u = E [(')]
Check(c; f; )
def

=

(
)
f
>
: auxf
1
0
cy!
!
BB u = E [(f a):w] CC
c
y
!
P` B
@ (f a):h = 'h CA )


(SE )

aux

Figure 6: Symbolic Evaluation
To illustrate the use of symbolic evaluation as partial evaluation, consider the
term (rev (cons a (cons b nil )) nil ). The pro le symbolic evaluation (Figure 5) applied on this term yields the two following semantic rules:
result = (cons a (cons b nil )):rev
(cons a (cons b nil )):l rev = nil
Then, the symbolic evaluation (Figure 6) could be applied on these terms. The
rst step of this application is presented below:
1
0
cons head tail !
CA 2 P
B@ rev = tail :rev
tail :l rev = cons head l rev
 = [head := a ][tail := cons b nil ][l rev = nil ]
(
= (cons b nil ):rev
 = result
(cons b nil ):l rev = cons a nil
Check
( (c; cons; )
)
(SE )
result
=
(
cons
a
(
cons
b
nil
))
:
rev
P` cy!
) cy!
(cons a (cons b nil )):l rev = nil
Two other steps of this transformation lead to the term
result = (cons b (cons a nil ))
So, symbolic evaluation performs partial evaluation of nite terms.
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3.2 Composition

Getting back to our rst example, let us consider the de nition of the function rev at
which attens a tree and then reverses the obtained list. In this composition the
result of at is a deforestable intermediate list, since it is consumed by rev.
let

rev at t = (rev ( at t nil ) nil )

Intuitively, in the context of our attribute grammar notation, the composition
of rev and at involves the two following sets of attributes:
Att at = f at ; l at g and Att rev = frev ; l rev g
More generally, consider an attribute grammar, say F (e.g., at ), producing an
intermediate data structure to be consumed by another attribute grammar, say G
(e.g., rev ). Two sets of attributes are involved in this composition. The rst one,
Att F , contains all the attributes used to construct the intermediate data-structure.
The second one, Att G , contains the attributes of G .
As in the descriptional composition, the idea of the symbolic composition is
to project the attributes of Att G (e.g., Att rev ) everywhere an attribute of Att F
(e.g., Att at ) is de ned. This global operation brings the equations that specify
a computation over the intermediate data-structure on its construction. The basic
step of this projection is presented in Figure 7. Then, the application of the symbolic
evaluation (Figure 6) will eliminates the useless constructors.

a 2 Att F
s = Att SG
h =(Att HG
(Proj )
(
x:a
)
:s
=
(
e
)
:s
8s 2 s
Att G ; Att F ` x:a = e ) (e):h = (x:a):h 8h 2 h
Att G ; Att F ` eq )  means that, while considering G  F , the equation eq is
Att SG
Att HG

transformed into the set of equations .
is the set of synthesized attributes of Att G .
is the set of inherited attributes of Att G .
Figure 7: Projection step
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However, a point remains unde ned: how nd the application sites for the projection steps ? As attended, the constraint in the Check predicate avoiding expressions
like (x:a):b to arise is temporarily relaxed. In fact, all these expressions are precisely
the sites where deforestation could be performed (e.g., (t : at ):rev ).
With this relaxed Check predicate, and from the rev at function de nition, we
obtained the following blocks.
This block is for
the rev at pro le

rev at t !
result = (t : at ):rev
(t : at ):l rev = nil
t :l at = nil 

These blocks correspond to the
at attribute grammar

node left right !
at = left : at
left :l at = right : at
right :l at = l at
leaf n !
at = cons n l at 

These blocks correspond to the
rev attribute grammar

cons head tail !
rev = tail :rev
tail :l rev = cons head l rev
nil !
rev = l rev

In the blocks building the intermediate data structure, the application sites for
the projection step are underlined, and a  highlights the actual constructions to be
deforested, that is, where stand cons and nil that build the intermediate list.
In order to illustrate the (Proj) step, its application on the pattern leaf n is
given below.

flat 2 Att flat
s = Att Srev = frevg
h = Att Hrev = flrev g
Att rev ; Att flat ` flat =(cons n lflat
flat:rev = (cons n lflat ):rev
)
(cons n lflat ):lrev = flat:lrev

(Proj )
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Applying this projection step to all possible sites yield the following blocks:
rev at t !
result = (t : at ):rev
(t : at ):l rev = nil
(t :l at ):rev = (nil ):rev o site for SE application
(nil ):l rev = (t :l at ):l rev
node left right !
at :rev = (left : at ):rev
(left : at ):l rev = at :l rev
(left :l at ):rev = (right : at ):rev
(right : at ):l rev = (left :l at ):l rev
(right :l at ):rev = (l at ):rev
(l at ):l rev = (right :l at ):l rev
leaf n !
)
at :rev = (cons n l at ):rev
site for SE application
(cons n l at ):l rev = at :l rev

Now, symbolic evaluation (Figure 6) could be applied on annotated sites above,
performing the actual deforestation. New attributes are created by renaming attributes a:b into a b (when a 2 Att F and b 2 Att G ). More precisely, (x:a):b is
transformed into x:a b.
Then, the basic constituents of the symbolic composition are de ned:
Symbolic Composition = renaming



(SE )



(Proj )

Thus, for the rev at function, the symbolic composition yields the deforested
attribute grammar that is presented in Figure 8, together with its equivalent function de nition, corresponding to a functional evaluator generated for this attribute
grammar [18, 29].
Four attributes have been generated. The nal list is constructed with l at l rev
and at l rev ; this construction corresponds to the function rev at1. Then it is
propagated backward, with at rev and at l rev , before being assigned to result ;
this corresponds to the function rev at2.
We will present in section 3.4 a way to eliminate most of these propagations, but
henceforth, no longer intermediate list is constructed.
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rev at =
rev at t !
result = t : at rev
t : at l rev = nil
t :l at rev = t :l at l rev
node left right !
at rev = left : at rev
left : at l rev = at l rev
left :l at rev = right : at rev
right : at l rev = left :l at l rev
right :l at rev = l at rev
l at l rev = right :l at l rev
leaf n !
at rev = l at rev
l at l rev = cons n at l rev

let

rev at t l = rev at2 t (rev at1 t l )
where
let rev at1 t l = case t with
node left right !
rev at1 right (rev at1 left l )
leaf n !
cons n l
and
let rev at2 t l = case t with
node left right !
rev at2 left (rev at2 right l )
leaf n !

let

l

Figure 8: The deforested rev at attribute grammar and its equivalent function denition

3.3 Applying Symbolic Composition

We have presented the symbolic composition on simple cases. For more complex
programs, the result of this transformation could possibly be a ill-formed attribute grammar, because of the following remarks, essentially corresponding to the
constraints introduced by Giegerich and Ganzinger about descriptional composition
for classical attribute grammars.
The projections in symbolic composition must be performed only on terms that
participate to the construction of the intermediate data structure. This is the problem of determining the set Att F , which corresponds to the Ganzinger and Giegerich's separation between syntactic and semantic domains. This induces that the
complete construction of the intermediate data structure ought to be available, and
must not be hidden. Moreover, in the resulting attribute grammar, each attribute
occurrence must be de ned only once. Such problem could arise with some nonlinear terms.
The Ganzinger and Giegerich's constraints could be used in a rst approach to
resolve these problems. Nevertheless, our special context of type-checked functional
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programs permits to reformulate the resolution of these problems in terms of a
particular static analysis. From our point of view, the information required by
the composition mechanism must be determined separately. This independence had
allowed us to present our symbolic composition, even if the problem of static analysis
in functional context constitutes an interesting study, not tackled in this paper.

3.4 Copy Rules Elimination

Attribute grammars, and particularly those generated by symbolic composition, may
contain many unnecessary attribute copy rules. They are only carrying values or
constants around the input structure. However, a simple static global analysis on
the attribute grammar can eliminate them in most cases [31].
In the case of the rev at example, the deforestation is due to the fact that the
result is already evaluated in the attribute lflat lrev and then passed alone the tree via
attribute lflat rev to flat rev. At this point, the symbolic composition is completely
semantic preserving, even in the case of partially de ned tree, with one in nite
branch, for instance. The deforestation is complete in the sense of intermediate
data structure elimination. Nevertheless, in safe cases, i.e. totally de ned trees
without in nite or unde ned branch, the last traversal can be removed. In each
node, the equality between attributes flat rev, lflat rev and lflat lrev can be proven
by structural induction over a tree. So, for this example, the copy rules elimination
[31] leads to the attribute grammar below. This last version only constructs the list
of the leaves from right to left without useless traversal around the tree. Finally,
generating a functional evaluator [18, 29] for this attribute grammar will lead to the
deforested function rev at expected in introduction.
rev at =
rev at t !
result = t :l at l rev
t : at l rev = nil
node left right !
l at l rev = right :l at l rev
left : at l rev = at l rev
right : at l rev = left :l at l rev
leaf n !
l at l rev = cons n at l rev

let
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4 Related Work and Results Interpretation
We have already shown in [8, 9] that for simple programs, and particularly S 1
attribute grammars (that can be computed with only one synthesized attribute),
descriptional composition and functional deforestation led to equivalent results.
In spite of the restrictions associated with our FP-to-AG translation, this paper
shows that programs like (rev (flat t nil) nil) or rev (rev x nil) nil) are deforested by
symbolic composition while they are not by functional deforestations in calculational
form. So we can formulate our main result as :
SC  FP-to-AG > FP-to-AG  Functional-Deforestation
In section 4.1, we try to point out some reasons to explain why symbolic composition seems intrinsically stronger than the various category- avored methods.
In fact, most structure-directed methods in functional programming are based on
categorical notions such as functors, catamorphisms and hylomorphisms. These methods are supported by fundamental laws like Promotion Theorem [25], and use generic control operators to capture both the function and the type de nition patterns
of recursion. First, shortcut deforestation [15] with foldr/buildr elimination rule
made this possible for the type list. Then, the Normalization Algorithm [33, 11, 22]
generalized it to work on any type, thanks to an automatic generation of functors
from algebraic type de nitions. But these functors were too much isomorphic to the
types. To relax this constraint, hylomorphisms in triplet form [34] were introduced
but they still deal with functors. Systems like ADL and Hylo [26, 20] are based on
this formalism and deforest some complex functional programs using an automatic
process.

4.1 Deforestation improvement

In spite of all these successive re nements and generalizations, one class of programs
remains undeforested (e.g., rev  rev and rev  flat belong to this class). From our
point of view, the following informal remarks could help to characterize this class.
Functional methods always use functors to drive transformations and computations, while symbolic composition and attribute grammars do not. The example of
rev is meaningful:

rev x l = case x with
cons head tail ! rev tail (cons head l)
[: : : ]

let
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Let Frev be the functor that drives the recursion of this function. Frev does not
follow the construction of the resulting list of reverse. But following the recursive
calls of rev, it hides the construction of the result. More precisely, the constructor
cons is hidden in the second parameter of the rev call. Because of this, no further
deforestation can reach it.
In attribute grammars, symbolic composition catches each constructor of the
result, directly from the speci cation. It does not need to do this using any particular
abstract intermediate notion, such as functors. The reason is that all the result
constructions, even if they do not follow the functor of the recursion, remain visible
in an attribute grammar speci cation. We believe this is why symbolic composition
is able to perform more deforestation. See for example the section 3.2 where the
previous cons is deforested. To deforest such programs, functional approaches should
use a functor that describes completely the result construction scheme, particularly
taking into account accumulative parameters in which constructions or transmissions
of | parts of | the result occur.
To conclude, one of the important contribution of this paper is to show that
symbolic composition is actually a general deforestation method. Thanks to FP-toAG, symbolic composition is no longer restricted to attribute grammars.

4.2 Attribute Grammars improvement

For the attribute grammars domain, this work provides a more complete integration
of descriptional composition in a more usable way. The initial idea introduced
by Ganzinger and Giegerich was to apply descriptional composition to two separate
attribute grammars. The symbolic composition allows deforestation to be performed
on terms inside an attribute grammar. Moreover, all nite terms are evaluated
through theses transformations. In this context, partial evaluation becomes some
special case of symbolic composition.
Finally, recall that the attribute grammar formalism is not only an abstract
notation for writing semantic equations. It is also itself a complete programming
language, well known for its power and eciency in writing large applications such
as compilers. We have much experience in this area with the Fnc-2 system [19].
Furthermore, to perform deforestation | even in complex situations | no extension
of the initial and simple formalism is needed.
Thus, we believe that attribute grammars could be used pro tably as an alternative to other classical formalisms for the deforestation purpose.
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5 Conclusion
The main goal of this article is to show that it is possible to translate (interpret) attribute grammars transformation techniques in functional programs transformation
terms.
More precisely, we show that thanks to the fundamental algorithm of the symbolic composition, our deforestation achieves better results than other techniques
developed in the functional community. This result reinforces our conviction that
the attribute grammar formalism is simple and powerful for this kind of transformation. The FP-to-AG translation (presented here in its simpler form) together with
the reciprocal Johnsson's transformation should be viewed as auxiliary tools. For a
practical use of this deforestation, FP-to-AG could be improved and extended, but
this will not question the intrinsic power of our symbolic composition. Furthermore,
this problem is not speci c to our attribute grammar-based deforestation since it
arises also in calculational systems, such as Hylo (see for example [26]).
Moreover, we extend the basic descriptional composition into a more powerful
one: the symbolic composition. This extension allows it on the one hand to be used
as a partial evaluation and on the other hand to be more widely usable. Henceforth,
it could be applied to terms with function compositions, and not only to one composition of two distinct attribute grammars (grammar couple [14]) that are isolated
of all context. From the point of view of the attribute grammars community, this
should stand as the main contribution of this article.
This work is a part of a more general study, that is the genericity with attribute
grammars. The principle of this kind of genericity, whose basic tool is the symbolic
composition, is to abstract a program, to be able to specialize it in several contexts.
Similar approaches are being studying in di erent programming paradigms (polytypic
programming [17], adaptive programming [28]). We just begin to compare [5] these
approaches with our genericity tools [23, 24, 32, 31, 4], that have been implemented
in our Fnc-2 system. It appears also in this context that attribute grammars,
particularly suitable for program transformations, should be viewed more as an
abstract representation of a speci cation than as a programming language.
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